
3150 Jackson street, san Francisco

Masterfully renovated pacific heights home



on the western end of highly coveted Pacific 

Heights, 2 blocks south of san Francisco’s 

famed Gold coast corridor and just east 

of exclusive Presidio Heights, this home has been 

masterfully renovated and expanded from top to 

bottom. the craftsmanship throughout is exceptional 

with walnut floors in every room and classic millwork 

and columns that honor the home’s early heritage, 

yet are equally sophisticated and appealing today. 

the selections of lighting are dazzling and unique, the 

color palette sublimely soothing, and stone finishes – 

primarily Carrara and Calacatta marbles – a seamless 

blend of hues. the result is luxurious, stylish, and timeless. 

the fabulously modernized home is designed with  

4 levels above the garage, all connected by elevator 

for ease of use, and all with radiant-heated floors 

underfoot. spacious formal rooms give way to 

warm and comfortable rooms for everyday living 

with an integrated chef’s kitchen and access to a 

magnificent rear terrace outlined with foliage. A lower 

level provides added flexible space for library and/

or executive office needs along with a sommelier-

worthy wine cellar and state-of-the-art home theater. 

The top two floors of the residence are devoted to 

the home’s personal accommodations, complete 

with two well-appointed master bedroom suites, one 

on each level, and each with dramatic views of the 

Golden Gate Bridge, san Francisco Bay, and Marin 

Headlands. two roof-top decks offer enchanting 

venues to savor the views both north and south. 

Behind the scenes are numerous technological 

features such as programmable lighting, distributed 

audio, and the one-touch convenience of a savant 

system with iPad/iPhone control for security, sound, 

lighting, and home theater. Adding the finishing 

touch to this remarkable property is its desirable 

setting in Pacific Heights, less than one block to the 

greenbelt of the Presidio – a 1,500-acre national park.
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summary of the Home

• Fully renovated and expanded circa 1906 home in 
prestigious Pacific Heights 

• Four magnificently appointed levels plus 2-3 car 
garage, all serviced by elevator

• 5 or 6 bedrooms, 5 full baths, and 1 half-bath

• Approximately 6,500 square feet of living space

• Beautiful Bay, Golden Gate Bridge, and cityscape 
vistas, including the Presidio greenbelt, from the 
two upper-most levels

• Walnut floors, exceptional millwork, and Ann Sacks 
or italian tiles throughout the residence

• Behind the scenes, all new infrastructure including 
foundations, plumbing, electrical, radiant heat, 
and seismic upgrades

• Entry level with formal living and dining rooms, 
tremendous chef’s kitchen with adjoining family 
room, plus casual dining area

• Second floor with 4 bedrooms and 3 baths, 
including an option for a master suite with partial 
Golden Gate Bridge views

• Upper-most level devoted entirely to the primary 
master suite and two roof-top decks, all with iconic 
san Francisco views

• Lower level with two flexible rooms ideal for 
an executive office or possible 6th bedroom, a 
temperature-controlled wine cellar and tasting 
area, and fully customized home theater

• State-of-the-art Savant system with centralized 
iPhone/iPad control of security, sound, lighting, 
and home theater

• Attached and finished 2-3 car garage on the street 
level

• Extra-large terrace with built-in barbecue center 
off the family room for outdoor entertaining plus 
large front terrace accessed from the lower level

• Ideal location at the western end of Pacific Heights, 
midway between Julius kahn Playground and 
alta Plaza Park, and less than one block from the 
Presidio, a 1,500-acre national park 

offered at $9,950,000

For additional photos please visit:  

www.3150Jackson.com


